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Thirty students from throughout the Jura Arc region  

take part in the Tornos competition 
 

Moutier, Switzerland, November 24, 2017—As part of its i-moutier incubator, 
Tornos organized a competition in which students from technical schools 

throughout the Jura Arc region could work together. Thirty students from around 
10 schools took part in the first edition of the competition, which is set to 
become an annual event. The aim: to enable them to work on a concrete project 

to create a "workpiece recovery system." The best project would then be 
brought to fruition in collaboration with the company's technical departments. 
 

During a meeting a few months ago in collaboration with #bepog—the project to promote 
technical occupations supported by arcjurassien.ch—the heads of technical schools and 
educational centers from the four cantons of the Jura Arc region (Bern, Jura, Neuchâtel 

and Vaud) came together in Moutier to discuss the project. They very quickly agreed on a 
course of action. All expressed a strong desire to give young people a chance to 
experience a real, concrete project, to work with others and, above all, to encounter "real-

world" constraints. 
 
Collaboration—in competition 

This first edition of the Tornos competition took place over two days. After a tour of the 
company, the students were organized into working groups for the competition and given 
the brief. They then received creativity coaching to enable them to come up with 

innovative solutions. The rest of the day and the following morning were spent focusing on 
their projects, with the knowledge that they would have to defend their solutions. A panel 

of experts from Tornos and the technical schools then judged the projects against a set of 
criteria including originality, feasibility, industrialization potential and cost. It is still too 
early to say whether the chosen solution will go into production. 

 
A diverse range of regions and occupations 
The participants came from CEJEF (Porrentruy), CEFF (Saint-Imier), TFS (Bienne), CAAJ 

(Moutier and La Chaux de Fonds), CIFOM (Le Locle), CPLN (Neuchâtel), ETVJ (Le Sentier) 
and HE-Arc (Neuchâtel). They included students in Swiss Federal Certificate CFC) courses, 
technical students from the graduate schools, and future engineers. The fields of 

micromechanics, mechanical construction, automation, microtechnology, electronics and 
IT were all represented. 
 

A win-win project 
Anne Hirtzlin, Project Manager of the i-moutier incubator, explained: "We are located in 
the heart of the microtechnology market, and with the incubator we are really hoping to 

help young entrepreneurs develop their skills in the precision and microtechnology 
sectors. The competition between the technical schools is a step in that direction: It gives 
young people the opportunity to work on concrete projects for industries in our region." 
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From the teachers' point of view, the aspects of "working together" and "on a very 
concrete project" were highlighted as the benefits of the competition. 

 
 

Media contact: Rolph Lucassen, Head of Marketing Communications & Brand Management 
T +41 32 494 44 34, lucassen.r@tornos.com 

 
i-moutier incubator: Anne Hirtzlin, Project Manager 

T +41 32 494 42 75, hirtzlin.a@tornos.com 
 
 
 
 

Company profile 

Tornos Group is one of the global leaders for the development, production and distribution of Swiss-type automatic 

lathes and multi-spindle machines. The company’s history dates back to 1880, placing Tornos at the beginning of Swiss-

type lathe technology. The Group primarily manufactures CNC Swiss-type (sliding headstock) turning machines, multi-

spindle machines with numerical or cam control, and machining centers for complex parts requiring high precision 

(Almac). Tornos is headquartered in Switzerland. Through a global sales and service network, unique solutions are 

supplied to customers in dedicated market segments such as Automotive, Medical and dental technology, 

Micromechanics, and Electronics. With its approximately 630 employees (FTEs), Tornos Group generated sales of CHF 

136 million in 2016. 
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